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a b s t r a c t

We present the UMC framework for the formal analysis of concurrent systems specified
by collections of UML state machines. The formal model of a system is given by a doubly
labelled transition system, and the logic used to specify its properties is the state-based and
event-based logic UCTL. UMC is an on-the-fly analysis framework which allows the user
to interactively explore a UML model, to visualize abstract behavioural slices of it and to
perform local model checking of UCTL formulae. An automotive scenario from the service-
oriented computing (SOC) domain is used as case study to illustrate our approach.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Real-life systems are often modelled according to either a state-based or an event-based paradigm. While in the former
case the system is characterized by states and state changes, in the latter case it is characterized by the events (actions) that
can be performed to move from one state to another. Both are important paradigms for the specification of real-life systems
and, as a result, formal methods ideally should cover both. Indeed, this trend is witnessed by the recent widespread use
of modelling frameworks that allow both events and state changes to be specified. Examples include UML state machines
[29,32].

In this paper we describe the UML model checker (UMC), a framework for the efficient verification of abstract system
properties over UML models. In our case, a UML model is defined as a set of concurrently executing UML state machines.
UML state machines describe the dynamic aspects of a system component’s behaviour, enlightening both its state-
based (e.g. values of object attributes) and its event-based (i.e. related to the executed actions) aspects. Both aspects are
well represented by doubly labelled transition systems (L2TSs), an extension of ordinary labelled transition systems (LTSs),
introduced in [12] as a semantic model for concurrent systems. The UMC framework adopts L2TSs as formal models of the
system evolutions; a characteristic of these L2TSs is that their states and transitions are labelled with sets of predicates and
sets of events, respectively.

Since the amount of information that is useful to observe of these L2TSs strictly depend on the level of abstraction
at which one wants to reason, UMC provides appropriate abstraction mechanisms that allow one to select, or hide and
possibly reshape, the information observable on the ground L2TS (which represents the basic UML operational semantics
of the system), and present it in the shape of a higher-level abstract L2TS. The ground and the abstract L2TSs, which both
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represent all the possible system behaviours (although at different levels of abstraction), can be model checked w.r.t. logic
formulae expressed in UCTL. UCTL is a UML-oriented branching-time temporal logicwhich is able to express state predicates
over system states, event predicates over single-step system evolutions, and combine these with temporal and boolean
operators in the style of CTL [8] and ACTL [11,12].

In order to show the expressiveness of the logic and the potential of the UMC framework, we present a case study coming
from an automotive scenario studied in the Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) domain. The goal of this case study is to verify
a priori, i.e. before any implementation, certain design issues related to functional requirements.

The paper is organized as follows. After a background section (Section 2), Section 3 describes the semantics of UML state
diagrams in terms of L2TSs. In Section 4, we formally define the logic UCTL, after which Section 5 gives an overview of UMC’s
model-checking algorithm. In Section 6 we introduce the abstraction mechanisms over L2TS provided by UMC. The selected
case study illustrates the use of UMC in Section 7. Section 8 shows how abstraction can be applied to get a simplified view
of the case study. Section 9 describes how UMC generates meaningful counterexamples. Finally, Section 10 describes UMC
deployment and Section 11 draws some conclusions.

2. Background

We define some basic notations and terminology used throughout the paper.

Definition 1 (LTS). An LTS is a quadruple (Q , q0, Evt, R), where:

• Q is a set of states
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial state
• Evt is a finite set of observable events (e ranges over Evt and η over 2Evt)
• R ⊆ Q × 2Evt

× Q is the transition relation; instead of (q, η, q′) ∈ R we may also write q
η

→ q′.

The main difference between this definition and the usual one is the transition labelling: we label them by sets of events
rather than by single events.1 This allows transitions from one state to another to represent sets of events without the need
of intermediate states; this will turn out to be useful when modelling UML state machines. Another extension is to label
states with atomic propositions, like the concept of an L2TS [12], again extended as in Definition 1.

Definition 2 (L2TS). An L2TS is a quintuple (Q , q0, Evt, R, AP, L), where:

• (Q , q0, Evt, R) is an LTS
• AP is a set of atomic propositions (p ranges over AP)
• L : Q −→ 2AP is a function labelling each state with a subset of AP

The L2TS thus obtained is similar to a so-called Kripke transition system [27], defined as an extension of a Kripke structure
with a labelling over transitions.

Definition 3 (Path). Let (Q , q0, Evt, R, AP, L) be an L2TS and let q ∈ Q .

• σ is a path from q if σ = q (empty path) or σ is a (possibly infinite) sequence (q1, η1, q2)(q2, η2, q3) · · ·, with q1 = q and
(qi, ηi, qi+1) ∈ R for all i > 0; σ is a full path if it cannot be further extended, i.e. σ is infinite or ends in a state with no
outgoing transition; fpath(q) denotes the set of all full paths from q.

• If σ = (q1, η1, q2)(q2, η2, q3) · · ·, then the ith state in σ , i.e. qi, is denoted by σ(i) and the ith set of events in σ , i.e. ηi,
is denoted by σ {i}.

• The concatenation of paths σ and σ ′, denoted by σ σ ′, is a partial operation defined iff σ is finite and its final state
coincides with the initial state of σ ′.

The usual notion of bisimulation equivalence can be straightforwardly extended to an L2TS by taking into account equality
of labelling of states, and considering the transitions labelled by sets of events.

Definition 4 (Bisimulation). Let A1 = (Q1, q01 , Evt,→1, AP1, L1) and A2 = (Q2, q02 , Evt,→2, AP2, L2) be two L2TSs and let
q1 ∈ Q1 and q2 ∈ Q2. We say that the two states q1 and q2 are strongly equivalent (or simply equivalent), denoted by q1 ∼ q2,
if there exists a strong bisimulation B relating q1 and q2. B ⊆ Q1 × Q2 is a strong bisimulation if for all (q1, q2) ∈ B and
η ∈ 2Evt:

(1) L1(q1) = L2(q2),
(2) q1

η
→1 q′

1 implies ∃ q′

2 ∈ Q2 : q2
η

→2 q′

2 and (q′

1, q
′

2) ∈ B, and
(3) q2

η
→2 q′

2 implies ∃ q′

1 ∈ Q1 : q1
η

→1 q′

1 and (q′

1, q
′

2) ∈ B.

1 Note that the standard LTS terminology uses the term action instead of event: here we prefer to use the term event since it is closer to the UML
terminology.
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We say that the two L2TSs A1 and A2 are equivalent , denoted by A1 ∼ A2, if there exists a strong bisimulation B such that
(q01 , q02) ∈ B.

Analogously, the well-known notions of simulation preorder, weak (observational) equivalence2 and (maximal) trace
equivalence (for an encyclopedic treatment of these notions, consult [15]) can also be extended to an L2TS.

3. The UMC framework and its L2TS semantics for UML models

UMC is a framework for formal verification of the dynamic behaviour of UMLmodels. In this section, we show how UMC
(in particular versions 3.5–3.6) can be used to generate system models according to the UML paradigm; models which can
be explored in their evolutions, abstracted, minimized and checked w.r.t. formal temporal properties expressed in the logic
UCTL (see Section 4).

By ‘‘verification of UML models" we do not intend just the final validation step of a completed architectural design, but
rather a formal support during all steps of the incremental design phase (i.e. when ongoing designs are still likely to be
incomplete and, with a high probability, contain mistakes). Indeed, the UMC framework has been developed having inmind
the requirements of a system designer as end user: (s)he intends to take advantage of formal approaches to achieve an early
validation of the system requirements and an early detection of design errors. Therefore, the goals of the development of
UMC have been:

• The possibility to manually explore the evolutions of a system and to generate a summary of its behaviour in terms of
minimal abstract traces.

• The possibility to investigate abstract system properties by using a parametric branching-time temporal logic supported
by an on-the-fly model checker.

• The possibility to obtain a clear explanation of the model-checking results.

According to the UML paradigm, a dynamic system can be seen as a set of evolving and communicating objects, where
objects are class instances. The set of objects and classes which constitute a system can be described in UML by a structure
diagram, while the dynamic behaviour of the objects can be described by associating a statechart diagram to their classes.
Each object of the system will therefore behave like a state machine; it will have a set of local attributes, an event pool
collecting the events that need to be processed, and the current status: since statecharts may contain parallel regions, the
current status is given by a set of active states from those of the state diagram.

The details of an object’s state machine behaviour are informally described by UML’s semantics [29] (UML
Superstructure 2.1.2, Sect. 15.3.12) as a traversal of a graphof state nodes interconnected by one ormore joint transitions that
are triggered by the dispatching of series of events. The so-called ‘‘run-to-completion’’ step defines the transition between
two configurations of the state machine. The run-to-completion assumption states that an event can be taken from the
pool and dispatched only when the previous event has been fully processed. During a run-to-completion step a sequence of
activities can be executed; these include changing the value of some local attribute, sending a signal or call operation event
to some object, (de)activating some node of the statechart, and removing an event from the state machine’s events queue.
The state machine modelled by an object (and described by a finite statechart) need not be finite, either because values of
some infinite data type are used by an object attribute or because its events queue may grow unboundedly.

To transform this informal description of a run-to-completion step into a formal framework, and tomodel the concurrent
evolution of state machines, some aspects that are (often intentionally) not precisely and uniquely defined by the UML
standard have to be fixed. In this respect, UMC makes certain assumptions that, while compatible with the UML standard,
are not necessarily the only possible choice. For instance, given a model constituted by more than one active object, a
single system evolution is supposed to be constituted by a single evolution of a single state machine. This means that in
UMC the concurrency among state machines is modelled through interleaving (even though priorities can be dynamically
assigned to objects for greater flexibility). Moreover, the propagation of messages inside and among state machines is
instantaneous andwithout duplication ormessage loss (this is an aspect intentionally left unspecified by the UML standard);
the communication is direct and one-to-one (no broadcasts). We refer to the UMC documentation for all details on these
aspects [25].

The graphmodelling all possible evolutions of a UMLmodel can be formally represented by an L2TS (defined in Section 2).
We show this by means of a small example, a counter described in UML as shown on the left side of Fig. 1.

Single_Counter is a very simple model constituted by only one class (Counter) and one object instance (obj1). Objects of
class Counter have a local private integer attribute x (initialized at 0) and accept (internal) signals named decr. Their intended
behaviour is described by the statechart shown in Fig. 1 (middle). As a first step, Counter sets its x attribute to 2 and generates
the internal signal decr, i.e. a signal sent to itself. Then a loop is started in which the decr trigger enables a transition in which
the x attribute is decremented and the internal signal decr is generated again (and this is repeated as long as x remains
greater than 1). Finally, when x has become 1 a final step is performed (still triggered by the decr signal) which sets x to 0
and sends the done signal to an external out object (not modelled). The Single_Counter model can be textually encoded in
UMC as a Counter class declaration, followed by an obj1 object instantiation, as shown on the right side of Fig. 1.

2 The unobservable action classically used to define weak equivalences is represented here by the empty set of events.
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Fig. 1. Structure (left) and state (middle) diagrams and UMC encoding (right).

Fig. 2. The L2TS associated with the Single_Counter model.

In UMC, classes define the structure and dynamic behaviour of the objects composing a system. Class declarations
represent a template for the set of active and non-active objects of the system. In the case of active objects, the states
and transitions associated with the class describe the dynamic behaviour of the corresponding objects, and a state machine
(with its events queue) is associated with each such active object. Non-active objects play the role of interfaces towards
the environment of the system and can only be the target of signals. In the end, a system is constituted by a static set of
objects (i.e. no dynamic object creation) and, in order to exhibit a meaningful overall behaviour, it must be an input-closed
system, i.e. it does not require the external environment to provide incoming signals or method calls: at least one active
object must be defined to interact with the rest of the system, by sending signals or invoking methods. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, a Class is constituted by its name, the list of events which trigger the transitions of its objects (asynchronous event
Signals or synchronous call Operations), the list of attributes (Vars) local to its objects, the structure of its States (nodes of
a statechart diagram), and the Transitions of its objects (edges of a statechart diagram).

All possible evolutions of this UMC model can be represented by an L2TS, whose states are labelled with the structural
properties of the system configurations (e.g. values held by the object attributes, names of the currently active substates in
the statechart, size of the object events queue) andwhose transitions are labelled with the events occurring during a system
evolution step (e.g. removal of an event from a queue, update of a local attribute, sending of a signal or call operation event
to some object). We refer to [25] for all the details on the syntax and semantics of UMC models. UMC associates the L2TS
depicted in Fig. 2 with the Single_Counter model.

Note that the atomic propositions that label the states of the L2TS are actually predicates that encode the above
mentioned structural properties, such as the current value of the object attributes (obj1.x=0), the current active substate
(inState(obj1.s2)) and the size of the events queues (obj1.queuesize=0), and that the events labelling the transitions encode
the activities occurring during an evolution step, like updating variable x (obj1:assign(x,1)), dispatching the decr signal
(obj1:accept(decr)) and sending a signal (obj1:out.done).

Next we consider a model very similar to the previous one, but constituted by two instantiations of the Counter class
instead of one, named obj1 and obj2. Fig. 3 shows the L2TS representing all possible model evolutions (information on the
currently active substates and on the size of events queue is omitted).

An L2TS in which all (supported) structural state properties and all executed activities are represented, is from now on
called ground L2TS. A ground L2TS can be used as reference to express ground temporal properties like the property that
‘‘for all execution paths, attribute x of object obj2 will eventually hold value 2, and after that it will eventually hold again
value 0’’. However, it is often very useful to be able to reason not just on the ground L2TS of a model, but on a more abstract
version of it, in whichmany aspects not relevant for the properties one is interested to observe are omitted. For instance, the
above property does not care about the values held by the attributes of object obj1 at each system configuration, nor about
all the activities performed by object obj1 at each step of its evolution, nor of the size of event queues or the set of active
states in each configuration. Similarly, we might be interested to observe only transition labels of a certain kind of events
(e.g. specific signals) and not all the updates of the local attributes of the objects. To this aim, already in UMC version 3.5 a
hiding mechanismwas included, allowing the user to specify an ‘‘observation mode’’ of the system under analysis, in which
the user can select the structural information or events (s)he is interested to observe, hiding the rest. For instance, once we
set UMC to observe only the x attribute of obj2 and the signal messages it generates, then we obtain the abstract L2TS of the
Two_Counters model shown in Fig. 4.

Abstraction of the ground L2TS is very useful for the following two reasons:

(1) It allows the user to easily explore the system evolutions without being overwhelmed by a lot of irrelevant details
(e.g. generating with UMC version 3.5 a graph like the one shown in Fig. 4). This really becomes a must when one wants
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Fig. 3. The ground L2TS associated with the Two_Counters model.

Fig. 4. The abstract L2TS associated with the Two_Counters model.

Fig. 5. An abstract minimized L2TS of the Two_Counters model.

to explore the properties of complexmodels,whichmay consist ofmany objectswithmany attributes,while one actually
wants to focus on the dynamic behaviour of just one component.

(2) It is possible to exploit L2TS minimization tools, allowing the user to observe in a more compact form the actual system
behaviour w.r.t. the observed properties. For instance, an abstract minimized (w.r.t. theweak maximal trace equivalence)
version of the L2TS representing all system evolutions of the Two_Counters is shown in Fig. 5. More on this is given in
Section 8.

4. UCTL: A state/event-based temporal logic

In this section, we present the syntax and semantics of UCTL. This temporal logic, state and event based, allows one to
reason on state properties as well as to describe the behaviour of systems that perform events during their lifetime. UCTL
includes both the branching-time action-based logic ACTL and the branching-time state-based logic CTL [8].
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UCTL is the logic used in UMC to reason over UML specifications and L2TSs.

Definition 5 (Event Formulae). Event formulae are built over Evt ∪ {τ }3:

χ ::= tt | e | τ | ¬χ | χ ∧ χ ′

Event formulae are thus simply boolean compositions of events e ∈ Evt. As usual, we will use ff to abbreviate ¬tt and
χ ∨ χ ′ to abbreviate ¬(¬χ ∧ ¬χ ′).

Definition 6 (Event Formulae Semantics). The satisfaction relation |H for event formulae of the form η |H χ is defined over
sets of events as follows:

• η |H tt holds always
• η |H e iff e ∈ η
• η |H τ iff η = ∅
• η |H ¬χ iff not η |H χ
• η |H χ ∧ χ ′ iff η |H χ and η |H χ ′

Note that the semantics of event formulae requires that an event e matches exactly one event in η.

Definition 7 (UCTL Syntax). The syntax of UCTL formulae is defined as:

(state formulae)φ ::= true | p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ′
| E π | Aπ

(path formulae)π ::= Xχφ | φ χUχ ′ φ′
| φ χWχ ′ φ′

E and A are existential and universal path quantifiers. X , U andW are the next , until andweak until operators drawn from
those firstly introduced in [11] and later elaborated in [26].4 Intuitively, the next operator says that in the next state of the
path, reached by an event satisfying χ , the formula φ holds. The until operator U says that φ′ holds at some future state of
the path reached by a last event satisfying χ , while φ holds from the current state until that state is reached and all events
executed in the meanwhile along the path satisfy χ . The weak until operator W (also called unless) holds on a path either
if the corresponding strong until operator holds or if for all states of the path the formula φ holds and all events of the path
satisfy χ . In linear-time temporal logic (LTL), the formula φW ψ can be derived from the until (U) and always (G) operators,
as follows: φ U ψ ∨ Gφ. This way to derive the weak until operator from the until operator is not feasible in UCTL since
disjunction or conjunction of path formulae is not expressible according to UCTL’s syntax, and the same holds for any pure
branching-time temporal logic. Starting from the syntax of UCTL, it is possible to derive both CTL and ACTL by removing the
event or the state component, respectively.

The interpretation domain of the UCTL formulae are L2TSs over the set of events Evt and the set of predicates AP (i.e. with
its states labelled by subsets of AP and its transitions labelled by subsets of Evt). To define the semantics of UCTL, we use the
notion of a path of an L2TS as defined in Section 2. Recall that fpath(q) denotes the set of all full paths from qwhile, for a path
σ , its ith state is denoted by σ(i) and its ith set of events by σ {i}.

Definition 8 (UCTL Semantics). Let (Q , q0, Evt, R, AP, L) be an L2TS, let q ∈ Q , and let σ ∈ fpath(q′) for some q′
∈ Q . The

satisfaction relation of the UCTL formulae is defined as follows:

• q |H true holds always
• q |H p iff p ∈ L(q)
• q |H ¬φ iff not q |H φ
• q |H φ ∧ φ′ iff q |H φ and q |H φ′

• q |H E π iff ∃ σ ∈ fpath(q) : σ |H π
• q |H Aπ iff ∀ σ ∈ fpath(q) : σ |H π
• σ |H Xχφ iff σ {1} |H χ and σ(2) |H φ
• σ |H φ χUχ ′ φ′ iff ∃ j ≥ 1 : σ(j) |H φ, σ {j} |H χ ′, and σ(j + 1) |H φ′ and ∀ 1 ≤ i < j : σ(i) |H φ and σ {i} |H χ
• σ |H φ χWχ ′ φ′ iff either σ |H φ χUχ ′ φ′ or ∀ j ≥ 1 : σ(j) |H φ and σ {j} |H χ

Beyond the usual ∨ and ⇒ boolean operators, other useful logic operators can now be derived as usual, such as:

• false stands for ¬ true • <γ > φ stands for EXγ φ
• [γ ]φ stands for ¬ < γ > ¬φ • E(φ χU φ′) stands for φ′

∨ [E(φ χUχ φ′)]
• EFφ stands for E(true ttUφ) • EFγ true stands for E(true ttUγ true)
• AFφ stands for A(true ttUφ) • E(φ χW φ′) stands for φ′

∨ [E(φ χWχ φ
′)]

• AGφ stands for ¬ EF ¬φ

3 In UCTL, the classical unobservable action τ is actually an event formula matching the empty set of transition labels.
4 Contrary to ACTL, in UCTL the operator Xχφ can be derived as false falseUχ φ.
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Fig. 6. The architecture of the UMC framework.

Operators <χ > φ (‘‘possibly’’) and [χ ]φ (‘‘necessarily’’) are the diamond and box modalities of the Hennessy–Milner
logic [19]. The meaning of EFφ is that φ must eventually be true in a possible future, that of AFφ is that φ must eventually
be true in all possible futures, and that of AGφ is that φ must always be true in all possible futures.

The property ‘‘for all execution paths, attribute x of object obj2will eventually hold value 2, and after that itwill eventually
hold again value 0’’, informally introduced in Section 3, can be formalized in UCTL as:

AF (obj2.x=2) AF (obj2.x=0)

We can observe that this formula is satisfied by each of the L2TSs of Figs. 3–5.
Other properties that can be checked on the Two_Counters model are:

EXobj2:obj2.decr true. This should be read as: in the initial configuration, obj2 can perform an evolution step by which it sends
the signal decr to itself. This property is checked to be true for the system model described in each of the L2TSs of Figs. 3–5.
AG ((EXobj2:obj2.decr true) ⇒ (obj2.x = 0)). This should be read as: the event obj2:obj2.decr can only occur when the object
attribute has value 0. This property is false in the different system views presented in Figs. 3–5.

The logic UCTL is adequate w.r.t. strong bisimulation equivalence on L2TSs (see Section 2 for a definition) [2].
Adequacy [30]means that two L2TSs A1 and A2 are strongly bisimilar if and only if F1 = F2, where Fi = {ψ ∈ UCTL : Ai |H ψ }

for i = 1, 2. In other words, adequacy implies that if there is a formula that is not satisfied by one of the L2TSs but satisfied
by the other L2TS, then the two L2TSs are not bisimilar, and – on the other hand – if two L2TSs are not bisimilar, then there
must exist a distinguishing formula.

5. The on-the-fly structure of the UMC framework

The UMC framework adopts an ‘‘on-the-fly’’ approach to generate the L2TS from a UML specification, meaning that
the L2TS corresponding to the model is generated ‘‘on-demand’’, following either the interactive requests of a user
while exploring the system, or the needs of the logical verification engine, or a user’s minimization requests. The set of
generated system configurations and (possibly) their immediate ‘‘next-step’’ evolutions are incrementally saved into a
‘‘Configurations’’ database and their abstract view is computed. The overall structure of the framework is shown in Fig. 6.

The minimization module of the tool is the part that less benefits from the on-the-fly approach since an exhaustive
exploration of the state space is needed in order to correctly construct a minimized L2TS. This minimization is implemented
by first translating the L2TS into an equivalent LTS, then applying standard (external) minimization algorithms to this LTS,
and finally translating back the minimized LTS into the L2TS format in order to visualize it (the logical verification engine
always starts from the original L2TS). The translation of the L2TS into a plain LTS is achieved by translating each single
transition according to the rules shown in Fig. 7. In practice, the state labels of the source and target states of the L2TS are
pushed inside the transition labels of the LTS, and a special outgoing transition is added to final L2TS nodes. These rules
guarantee that transitions labelled with τ (‘‘tau’’), which can be removed by the minimization process, really correspond to
internal (and possibly unobservable) steps during which no observable event actually occurs and nothing changes in terms
of observable properties of the states.

The logical verification engine, instead, is the part that best exploits the on-the-fly approach of the L2TS generator. It
maintains an archive of computation fragments; this is not only useful to avoid unnecessary duplications in the evaluation of
subformulae, but necessary to deal with recursion in the evaluation of a formula, arising from the presence of loops in L2TSs.
Computation fragments are in the form ⟨subformula, state, computationprogress⟩ and associate each evaluation of
a subformula in some state with its computation status (computationprogress), which in the end will be the final
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Fig. 7. Conversion rules between the L2TS and LTS formats.

Fig. 8. The evaluation schema for the UCTL operator X .

True or False value. With each computation fragment is also associated a set of subcomputations which serve to explain
the final result.

In general, given a state of an L2TS, the validity of a UCTL formula in that state is evaluated by analyzing the transitions
allowed in that state, and by analyzing the validity of the needed subformulae in a subset of the next reachable states, all
this in a recursive ‘‘depth-first’’ way.

In the case of infinite state spaces, the above approach may fail to produce a result even when a result could actually be
deduced in a finite number of steps. This is a consequence of the algorithm’s ‘‘depth-first’’ recursive structure. The solution
taken to solve this problem is to adopt a bounded model-checking approach [6], i.e. the evaluation is started by assuming a
certain value as a maximum depth of the evaluation. In this case, if the evaluation of a formula reaches a result within the
requested depth, the result holds for the whole system; otherwise the maximum depth is increased and the evaluation is
subsequently retried (preserving all useful subresults already found). This approach, initially introduced in UMC to address
infinite state spaces, happens to be quite useful also for another reason: by setting a small initial maximum depth and a
small automatic increment of this bound at each re-evaluation failure, once a result is finally found then we also have a
reasonable (almost minimal) explanation for it. This is very useful also in the case of finite state machines.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to present detailed descriptions of the evaluation algorithms for the more complex
cases of recursive operators, but in Fig. 8 we do show the schema of the algorithm for the evaluation of UCTL’s next (X)
operator. This is a particularly simple logic operator since it does not involve the complexity induced by recursion; it is
however sufficient to give an idea of how the on-the-fly approach of the evaluation mechanism behaves.

The main advantage of the on-the-fly approach to model checking is that, depending on the formula, only a fragment of
the overall state space might need to be generated and analyzed in order to produce the correct result [9].
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Fig. 9. Three sets of abstraction rules and three abstract minimized L2TSs.

6. Adding explicit abstraction mechanisms

Adopting a standard format for labels, it is possible to implement a logical verification engine that works on the abstract
L2TS independently of how it is generated from the underlying computational model.

In Section 3, we presented a hiding mechanism to be applied to the ground L2TS to produce an abstract version. In UMC
version 3.6 this mechanism was extended and made more flexible, allowing a user to specify an explicit set of hiding and
renaming rules precisely defining the ground labels to be observed, possibly reshaping them to fit a standard format. This is
done by adding an Abstractions section with a list of abstraction rules to the UMC encoding.

Abstraction rules translate state and transition labels of ground L2TSs to state and transition labels of abstract L2TSs,
respectively, as follows (renaming):

State ground_state_label → abstract_state_label(arg1, arg2, . . . )
Action ground_action_label → abstract_event_label(arg1, arg2, . . . )

inwhich arg1, arg2, . . . is a list of zero ormore arguments. The left-hand sides of these abstraction rulesmay include variable
parameters, denoted by $i, for i ∈ N, that are matched by elements of the ground labels: the matching gives a value to the
variable which can then be used on the right-hand sides. Note that those state and transition labels that are not replaced by
their abstract counterparts may not be observed (hiding).

For instance, for the Two_Counters model of Fig. 3 three sets of abstraction rules and the resulting abstract minimized
L2TSs are given in Fig. 9. Note how the top abstraction rule uses a variable substitution ($1) to extract the information of
interest (the executing object) from the ground label and move it into the abstract label.

With respect to the sets of abstractions shown in Fig. 9 (A), (B) and (C), we can verify that the following formulae FA, FB
and FC, respectively, hold:

FA (AF timeout_expired(obj1) true) ∧ (AF timeout_expired(obj2) true)
FB AF AG stopped(obj1)
FC AG ((< decrementing(obj1) > true) ⇒ ¬zero(obj1))

7. Automotive case study

A vehicle that leaves the assembly line today is equipped with a multitude of sensors and actuators providing the driver
with services that assist in conducting the vehicle more safely, like vehicle stabilization systems. Driver assistance systems
kick in automatically when the vehicle context renders it necessary, and more and more context is taken into account
(e.g. road conditions, vehicle condition, driver condition, weather conditions, traffic conditions). In addition, the highly
advanced mobile technology available nowadays allows car drivers telephone and Internet access within their vehicles,
giving rise to a variety of new services for the automotive domain, such as handling based on information provided by other
vehicles passing nearby or by location-based services in the surrounding. Some of these scenarios, like the one described
in this section, have been used to validate the engineering approaches developed in the EU IST-FET Integrated Project
Sensoria [35], which addresses Service-Oriented Computing by building, from first-principles, novel theories, methods and
tools supporting the engineering of software systems for service-oriented overlay computers.

7.1. The on road assistance scenario

While a driver is on the road with her/his car, the vehicle’s diagnostic system reports a low oil level. This triggers the
in-vehicle diagnostic system to report a problem with the pressure of the cylinder heads, resulting in the car being no
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longer drivable, and to send this diagnostic data as well as the vehicle’s GPS coordinates to the repair server. Based on the
driver’s preferences, the service discovery system identifies and selects an appropriate set of services (garage, tow truck
and rental car) in the area. When the driver makes an appointment with the garage, the results of the in-vehicle diagnosis
are automatically sent along, allowing the garage to identify the spare parts needed to repair the car. Similarly, when the
driver orders a tow truck and a rental car, the vehicle’s GPS coordinates are sent along. Obviously, the driver is required to
deposit a security payment before being able to order any service. Finally, each service can be denied or cancelled, causing
an appropriate compensation activity.

7.2. A UML specification

One of the techniques developed in Sensoria is a specific UML profile, called UML4SOA [23], for the design of abstract
service-oriented architectures in terms of specialized activity diagrams. In [22], a UML4SOAmodel for the above automotive
scenario is presented, identifying the components that logically play an active role, and illustrating their required relations
and interactions. The scenario essentially involves the concept of a Car and that of external Bank, Garage, TowTruck and
RentalCar services. A Car component can be further decomposed into subcomponents like the Engine (detecting the low oil
level alert), the GPS (providing the vehicle coordinates), the Reasoner/Discovery system (searching in and selecting from a
local database the best pack of assistance services), a Vehicle Communication Gateway (handling the telecommunications
between the vehicle and the external services) and, finally, an Orchestrator (supporting the on-board Road Assistance service
by orchestrating the various internal and external services to achieve its goals). In Fig. 10 we show the UML 2.0 activity
diagram according to the UML4SOA profile describing the dynamic behaviour of the Orchestrator.

The complete automotive scenario can be encoded in UMC as a set of communicating UML state machines. The structure
diagram of our automotive system is shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 we show instead the overall structure of the Car and
Bank statechart diagrams, which put in evidence how the various components of the scenario aremapped to top-level state
machines of submachines. The reader can consult our complete specification online [1]. Of all the involved submachines we
will show here only the structure of the Car.Orchestrator component (see Fig. 13) which acts as the logical kernel of
our system.

Starting from the set of communicating UML state machines of the automotive scenario, the ground and the abstract
L2TSs could be generated according to the elements of the scenario one wishes to observe in order to make an analysis of
the specification. Let us assume that the properties we are interested to observe (and check) are those related to the abstract
behaviour of the various system components or subcomponents seen as service providers. In such a case, we could observe
the system classifying the abstract events as (i) request of some service, (ii) events which correspond to a successful reply,
response, from a service to a request, (iii) events which correspond to a negative reply, fail, from a service and (iv) events
which correspond to the cancelling of a previously issued request. Similarly, we could be interested in observing as state
predicates whether or not a certain service is in a status in which it is enabled to accept a request. In particular, the services
we are interested to analyze are the road_assistance service as a whole, plus the bankcharge, garage, towtruck, and rentalcar
services.

A fragment of the abstraction rules used to extract the abstract information we need from the ground L2TS is shown in
Fig. 14. Actually, we are not that interested in the details of labels of the ground L2TS appearing on the left side of those rules
(i.e. how the information is extracted from the concrete details of the UML implementation; we just suppose that whoever
designed the model did the job correctly), but rather in the abstract view provided by their right sides (i.e. which abstract
properties are we able to observe and reason on, as requested by the high-level system designer). Both the translation from
the UML4SOA profile to a UMC state machine representation and the generation of abstraction rules like those used in our
example should ideally be performed automatically. Indeed, we are currently working on the implementation of such a
translation. In our case, however, we have proceeded with a manual encoding.

7.3. UMC verification

We now show how some abstract safety/liveness/orchestration properties related to the service-oriented view of the
automotive system can actually be encoded as UCTL formulae and checked within the UMC framework.
F1. The Car component of the system is initially in the accepting status w.r.t. the road_assistance operation and it remains in
that state until a corresponding request(road_assistance) event is accepted:

A ( accepting_request(road_assistance,car1) tt U request(road_assistance,car1) true )

F2. If the Bank component of the system accepts a request(bankcharge,car1) event, then it will always eventually send back
a corresponding response or fail event, and meanwhile no further request(bankcharge,car1) events are accepted:

AG [ request(bankcharge,car1) ]A ( ¬request(bankcharge,car1) U response(bankcharge,car1)∨ fail(bankcharge,car1) true )

F3. If the Car component of the system receives a response(garage,car1) event from the Garage component, and subsequently
receives a fail(towtruck,car1) event from the TowTruck component, then it will always eventually react by issuing a
revoke(garage,car1) event:

AG [ response(garage,car1) ]AF ( [ fail(towtruck,car1) ] AF revoke(garage,car1) true )
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Fig. 10. Orchestration of services.

Fig. 11. Structure diagram of the automotive system.

F4. If the Bank component responds with a fail(bankcharge,car1) event to the Car component, then neither the Garage, nor
the RentalCar, nor the TowTruck component will ever generate a successful response event:

AG [ fail(bankcharge,car1) ]¬ EF response(garage,car1)∨ response(rentalcar,car1)∨ response(towtruck,car1 true
F5. If the Garage component responds with a fail(garage,car1) event to the Car component, then the latter will always
eventually recover from this failure by issuing a revoke(bankcharge,car1) event to the Bank component:

AG [ fail(garage,car1) ] AF revoke(bankcharge,car1) true
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Fig. 12. Overall structure of the Car and Bank statecharts.
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Fig. 13. The statechart diagram for the Car.Orchestrator component.

Fig. 14. A set of abstraction rules for the automotive scenario.

Finally, a particular property that does not hold for our model is the following.
F6. If the Car component of the system sends a request(garage,car1) event to the Garage component, then the latter will
always eventually send back a corresponding response(garage,car1) event:

AG [ request(garage,car1) ] AF response(garage,car1) true

Wemodel checked above properties over the abstract view of the automotive scenario. The results of these verifications
are collected in Table 1.

Note that the only property not satisfied by the automotive scenario is F6. This is not surprising: the Garage component
might be temporarily unable to successfully deal with the request, so it sends the Car component an unsuccessful response
fail(garage,car1) rather than a successful response(garage,car1). In this case, UMC can provide a counterexample, as discussed
in Section 9.

It is worth making two observations on the above verifications. First note that only a few formulae actually exploit the
on-the-fly approach of the framework (exploring just a small fragment of the state space). This is partly due to the structure
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Table 1
Validation results.
Verified formula F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

Validation result True True True True True False
Generated states 3 536 536 536 536 35

Fig. 15. An abstract minimized view of the automotive case study.

of the formulae, which are often of the form AG . . . (i.e. for all states of the state space it is true that . . .), and partly due to
the model’s correctness: formulae of the form AG . . . actually require exploring the whole state space to possibly answer
positively. During systemdevelopment (i.e. formost of the development time), when the implementationmight still contain
several errors, the advantages of the on-the-fly approach are more evident.

Second, writing temporal logic formulae is an activity that is definitely not easy, even if one is allowed to reason at
an abstract level and without knowing anything of the actual ground implementation (as is the case of UCTL), and often
requires skills not usually found in industrial environments. It should however be noted that several of the above properties
have rather standard translations in terms of temporal logic operators and abstract request/response events (e.g. availability,
responsiveness of services or components). We could thus imagine a predefined taxonomy for properties specified in UCTL,
much like the specification patterns repository for LTL, (A)CTL, etc. [36], that would also allow a designer not particularly
skilled in formal methods to just select an appropriate predefined property and check it for the services or components
of interest. This, in particular when associated with the other desirable automatic mechanisms for generating the system
implementation and model abstractions from UML4SOA profiles, could really help the adoption of formal verification
frameworks inside industrial software development cycles.

8. Abstract minimized traces

As already mentioned at the end of Section 3, UMC also allows the selection of a small set of abstract events of interest,
starting from which it generates an abstract minimized (w.r.t. maximal trace equivalence) view of the system. This is an
extremely powerful way for checking whether a system’s behaviour matches the intended requirements, which moreover
works well also in case the requirements themselves are not so clear or well formalized. For instance, in the automotive
system of the previous section, selecting only the interactions of the Bank and Garage components with the Car component
results in UMC producing the abstract minimized view depicted in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 summarizes all possible system traces w.r.t. the selected set of events, thus providing a precise and complete
understanding of the relation between the activities of charging a credit card and of reserving a garage. It is extremely easy
to become confident of the correctness of the model by just looking at this figure, without being forced to identify a priori a
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complete set of requirements and formalize them in terms of logic formulae to be model checked separately. Unfortunately,
however, this approach to system verification does also have several drawbacks:

• It is a computationally expensive approach: for very large models it might be too resource consuming to compute an
abstract minimized view.

• If the L2TS is not finite, then it is not even a matter of available computing resources: building the abstract minimized
view is not possible.

• The abstract minimized view has completely lost the connection with the original ground L2TS: if the system behaviour
is not what one expected it to be, then there is no immediate way of exploring why certain evolutions are (not) possible
in the ground L2TS.

• The approach is not applicable for complex enough abstract minimized views, which can defy the intuition of who want
to assess its correctness just by looking at the graph.

Note that trace minimization is used just as an aid to convey to the user a graphical summary of the system behaviour. The
verification of a logic formula is in any case performed on the basis of the ground / abstract L2TSs, which have exactly the
same structure and differ only from the point of view of the labelling. Other types of minimizations could in principle be
supported (e.g. strong/weak bisimulation) and could be used to verify a formula over a smaller system. Such a minimization
is however in general computationally heavier than the direct on-the-fly verification on the original system.

9. Proofs and counterexamples

The generation of counterexamples has been always cited as the main advantage of model checking. Counterexamples
(or witnesses) are usually returned by model checkers in the form of a computation path; however, only for certain kinds
of formulae a computation path is able to explain completely the reason of satisfaction or missed satisfaction. Moreover,
providing a useful counterexample for a given temporal logic formula is quite complex in the case of branching-time
logics [10,18]. In the development of UMC, one of the goals was the ability to provide a clear explanation of the model-
checking results.We aim therefore at providingmeaningful counterexamples in the case ofmissed satisfaction and ‘‘proofs’’,
rather than just witness paths, in the case of satisfaction of a formula. The problems that need to be solved for the generation
of useful proofs / counterexamples are essentially three:

• The proof/counterexample is not (in general) based on one single execution path of the system, but it might be based on
a subgraph of the abstract minimized L2TS modelling the system.

• In general, not all states of the L2TS that are needed by the proof/counterexample are useful from the point of view of the
end user (designer).

• The information on the set of states of the L2TS that is needed by the proof/counterexample is sometimes insufficient to
produce usable feedback to the user: it may be necessary to provide feedback also on the subformula being evaluated
when the L2TS states are being explored.

For instance, consider a simple formula like (AG predicate1) ∨ (AG predicate2). If this formula does not hold, then its
counterexample necessarily has the form of a pair of paths: one leading to a state in which predicate1 does not hold and
another leading to a state in which predicate2 does not hold.

As a second example, consider the formula EF predicate. If this formula does not hold, then its counterexample coincides
with the full state space of the system. It would however be completely pointless to provide the user with an exhaustive
list of all the states for which the predicate does not hold. On the contrary, if the formula does hold, then the user might be
interested in the sequence of steps that proves this.

Finally, as a third example, consider the formula EF AG predicate. If this formula holds for a certain system, then the user
might be interested in the proof of the first part of this formula, i.e. an execution path which, starting from the initial state,
leads to an intermediate state for which the subformula AG predicate holds. Once this intermediate state is identified, all the
other states that are reachable from it belong to the proof of the subformula AG predicate and only add irrelevant noise and
complexity to the original information. The useful part of the proof would be constituted by only a fragment of the full proof.

Now recall formula F6 of Section 7, which does not hold for the automotive system. In Fig. 16, we show the
counterexample produced by UMC, as it appears in the UMC web-based user interface. The node names mentioned in the
counterexample are hyperlinks which, when followed, allow the user to observe all the concrete and abstract details of that
system configuration. Furthermore, while abstract transition labels are always fully displayed on the right-hand side of the
transitions, their corresponding underlying ground events (which are useful for understandingwhat exactly is happening in
the evolutions of the groundmodel) are shown as dynamic tooltips appearingwhen the cursor ismoved over the ‘‘/*...*/’’
regions. The explanation returned by UMChas indeed the form of a (partial) proof in the sense that not only the ‘‘witnessing’’
model fragment, but also the subformulae holding in the various substates, are put in evidence; moreover, only what are
considered the useful parts of the explanation are shown.
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Fig. 16. Counterexample for formula F6.

10. UMC deployment

The UMC core consists of a command-line-oriented version of the model checker (i.e. the native UMC executable)
which is a stand-alone program written in Ada and compiled for Windows/Linux/Solaris/MacOSX platforms. This core
executable, once wrapped with a set of CGI scripts handled by a web server, becomes accessible via the web as an online
web application [37]. In this way, it is easy to build a graphical HTML-oriented GUI and to integrate it with other external
tools like graph visualizers and LTS minimizers.

UMC is routinely used for academic, research, and experimental purposes. Until now, the focus of development has
been on the design of qualitative features one would desire for a verification tool, thus experimenting with various system
modelling languages, logics, and user interfaces. It is currently not our purpose to transform UMC into a commercial
development tool. For such a transformation we should take into consideration issues like strong code optimizations,
scalability over massively large systems, exhaustive testing and validation issues—all issues outside our short-term plans
and resources.

Improvements already under development include the automatic translation of UML4SOA designs to UMC models and
the direct extraction of UMC models from standard UML-XMI models. Direct support of UML activity diagrams and the use
of abstract interpretation techniques [7] to efficiently verify open systems are two other lines of research we plan to pursue
in the future.
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11. Discussion and conclusions

The roots of UCTL can be found in [16,17], where the logics calledµ-ACTL+ andµ-UCTLwere first presented. These logics
were already state/action based, but were defined as extensions of the full µ-calculus, so the until/unless operators were
defined in terms of the fixpoint expressions. These logics (based on a very limited form of state predicates and basic actions)
were already supported by the early prototypes of UMC (version 2.5), which however suffered from the computational
complexity introduced by the full µ-calculus.

The logic UCTL in its current shape but in the ground version (i.e.without standard formatting of abstract labels) was
presented for the first time in [2]. In this paper we give a more comprehensive presentation of the overall UMC framework,
including the newly introduced on-the-fly ground / abstract exploration / verification mechanisms. The automotive case
study used in Section 7 was presented for the first time in [3]; there UMC version 3.5 was used to check its properties, but
the verificationwas conducted on its groundmodel without performing the abstraction of the L2TS as described in Section 7.
In [14,4] a specialized version of UCTL called SocL was presented; it is based on the current version of UCTL, but it is more
specifically directed to service-oriented properties. In particular, in SocL we experimented for the first time the extension
of UCTL with a formula parametrization mechanism, which is needed in the context of service-oriented systems to address
the use of data correlation as a means to relate messages belonging to the same logical interaction.

Several studies have been done on model-checking UML-like state machines, based on translating the models into
Promela for their subsequent verification using SPIN (hence using LTL). The earlier ones [24,31] were characterized by the
support of extremely reduced subsets of UML statecharts (e.g. a single statechart, no local variables, no composite actions,
no operation calls, no deferred events). More recently, new attempts have been presented (HUGO [21], PROCO [20]) which
overcome most of the previous limits. Another approach, of which SMUL [13] is probably the best example, is based on
translating UML statechart models into the input language of the open source NuSMV symbolic model checker. Other
(commercial) approachesmake use of translations into other frameworks like IF [28] or the VIS symbolicmodel checker [34].
Finally, a few attempts have beenmade to translate UML statecharts to Petri nets in order to apply the verification techniques
developed for Petri nets [5,33]. However, the computationalmodel of Petri nets is quite different from that ofUML statecharts
and achieving a reasonably complete and correct translation is quite difficult. Indeed, all the proposals we have seen make
restrictive assumptions to achieve their goal, like not considering object attributes, local assignments, guards, deferred and
non-deferred events in the various system substates, the higher priorities of more deeply nested transitions, and the higher
priority of completion transitions over triggered transitions.

Our framework addresses roughly the same fragment of UML systems taken into consideration by the most recent
(non-commercial) studies mentioned above, although we also support operation calls, an aspect which is rarely taken into
consideration. Moreover, we strictly adhere to the standard UML semantics for concurrent states, an aspect from which it
is common to find simplifying deviations (e.g. in [20,13]). Other functional and architectural differences w.r.t. those studies
can be summarized as follows:

• The logic used to express system properties is a branching-time, state- and event-based temporal logic which is able
to formalize both state-based properties in LTL-style and event-based properties in ACTL-style. We believe this kind
of logic to be necessary to reason about the behaviour of UML systems, that are characterized by a rich structure of
states (e.g. involving events queues and object attributes) together with a rich structure of events (messages can be sent,
accepted, dispatched and discarded).

• The integration of the on-the-fly model checking of a logic formula, the interactive user-driven exploration of the state
space, and the generation of abstract minimized behavioural slices of the system under analysis help the user to focus
on the details of the behaviour of the system at the right level of abstraction. In particular, reasoning at different levels of
abstraction on the same system is possible: for instance, we can verify an abstract (e.g. service-oriented) logic property,
but then observe its counterexample at the ground level looking at all the possible details of the identified execution
path. Moreover, once some defect in the design has been found wemight be interested in verifying some formulae at the
ground level. This is not to prove that an abstract high-level requirement holds, but to check whether a certain erroneous
condition in the implementation occurs (i.e. using the model checker more as a debugger than as a system validator).

• Our approach is truly on-the-fly in the sense that no a priori bounds have to be established (e.g. on the events queues)
before starting a verification. This allows the, sometimes partial, evaluation of possibly infinite systems. Clearly, for such
systems no formula can be verified when an exploration of the full state space is needed. However, counterexamples can
be found also for systems which by their nature do have the possibility to diverge.
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